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Abstract – We have developed an experimental non-IP/nonEthernet protocol called IPEC (IP Ether Chimera). IPEC
switches learn IPEC addresses that are structured hierarchically, similar to IP addresses, using an algorithm that extends
the learning algorithm of Ethernet switches. IPEC is a simple
non-IP network-layer protocol that has features of both
Ethernet and IP. Unlike IP, IPEC introduces an address
group to manage multiple terminals as a group to make
learning of mobile terminals more scalable and more efficient
than Ethernet. Because an address group is the unit of learning in IPEC, it is more scalable than Ethernet, and mobile
groups can be learned more efficiently. In addition, IPEC
tolerates loops in a network as long as a limited number of
duplicate packets are allowed, and thus, enable an alternative
route against link failures. We have implemented IPEC both
on an IPEC-capable switches using LAN cards and on a virtual network using virtualization nodes (VNodes), which have
been developed to experiment with non-IP protocols such as
IPEC. We show evaluations that the group learning function
of IPEC is viable especially for multiple terminals moving
together concurrently.

I. INTRODUCTION
An important design philosophy used in developing the
Internet is “keep it simple” [Bus 02] or “keep it simple
stupid (KISS).” However, the Internet has become very
complex because of the many types of services and applications running on top of its “one-size-fits-all” Internet
Protocol (IP) [AKA 10].
In this situation, in Japan, several projects towards newgeneration networks (NwGN) have been conducted
[Aoy 09] [AKA 10]. These projects aim to develop new
non-IP (and non-Ethernet) protocols, i.e., clean-slate approach [Fel 07], and to develop various applications that
are difficult to run on the IPs but work well on NwGNs.
The Virtualization Node Project (VNP) [Nak 10b] has
been implemented to develop network virtualization technology and virtualization nodes. The goal of this project is
to develop an environment where multiple slices (virtual
networks) with independently and arbitrarily designed
NwGN functions run together but are isolated on a physical network.
In the conventional IP-based networks, we argue that
there is complexity introduced in the combination of
Ethernet and IP, which is the most popularly used combination today. Because Ethernet could originally be used
only in a local area network (LAN), Ethernet (for LAN)
and IP (for wide area networks (WAN)) are usually used in
combination. Now, however, both IP and Ethernet can be
used in WANs. This is possible because the Ethernet frame

contains global addresses of source and destination hosts,
similar to IP. Because both IP and Ethernet frames contain
addresses, it is often necessary to establish correspondence
between IP and Ethernet addresses. In IPv4, the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) [Plu 82] is necessary in order
to find the corresponding MAC address from an IP address, and the Reverse ARP [Fin 84] is sometimes required
to fulfill reverse requirements. In IPv6, the Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) [Nar 07] is used instead. These
protocols complicate the combination of IP and Ethernet.
Although MAC addresses are introduced to uniquely
identify a network interface, thus, used to be nonrewritable, they can be easily rewritten in most LAN cards
today. Also, considering that MAC addresses are being
used in WAN these days, having two (easily modifiable)
addressing schemes in L2 (MAC addresses) and L3 (IP
addresses) is arguably redundant from the addressing
(networking) point of view.
In this paper, a new experimental non-IP protocol called
IPEC (IP Ether Chimera) is described and evaluated. This
protocol is intended to be the first step toward establishing
a simple single-layered protocol that has advantages of
both Ethernet and IP. However, we do not intend to include Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) or any other link access method into
IPEC. IPEC is a network-layer protocol and it should be
used with a simplified link-layer (L2) protocol without
addressing function. We intend to design a new protocol as
a refined component, refining and combining the two existing components, Ethernet and IP, and unifying redundant addressing function into the network layer (L3). We
also intend to implement the new protocol using refined
components in hardware and software, refining and combining legacy components (e.g., LAN cards and drivers).
This is a type of clean-slate approach, but instead of creating new components (protocols and hardware/software)
from scratch, we elect to take an approach of refining and
partially reusing legacy components and combining them
to build new components in both protocol design and implementation.
Our goals in developing IPEC are as follows. The first
goal is to initiate the development of a new non-IP/nonEthernet protocol. This goal is divided into two subgoals:
• To implement a simpler packet-forwarding function that
can handle hierarchical addresses and networks with
loops.
• To establish a learning algorithm that can be used in
arbitrarily structured networks including loops. This al-
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gorithm is to be achieved by extending the address
learning algorithm of Ethernet switches [Bon 10]
[IEE 04].
In addition, we show that a network using virtualization nodes can be used to develop and run non-IP protocols. Namely, we intend to verify the operation and
usability of the virtualization platform, and to verify and
demonstrate the applicability of virtualization nodes to
experiments using new protocols, and to show a test case
and the knowhow of developing a new protocol using virtualization nodes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the design and the specifications of the newly
developed experimental protocol called IPEC. Sections III
and IV describe experiments using an implementation of
IPEC; Section III describes an experiment on a LAN, and
Section IV briefly introduces the virtualization platform
developed in the VNP and describes experiments conducted on the platform. Section V describes related work
and Section VI concludes this paper.
II. IPEC
We explain our newly developed non-IP/non-Ethernet protocol called IP Ether Chimera (IPEC) in this section.
A. Advantages and Disadvantages of Ethernet and IP
The advantages and disadvantages of Ethernet
(IEEE802.3) and IP are briefly described below in order to
clarify the problem being solved. In Ethernet, although
each address (host identifier) is structured (i.e., it contains
a vendor identifier), it is regarded as a non-structured symbol at forwarding time. Therefore, each address is handled
individually, the forwarding algorithm is very simple, and
no supplementary protocol is required for forwarding
packets. On the other hand, the forwarding using the flat
address space does not scale as the number of addresses
increases due to the lack of hierarchical structure as in IP
addressing and forwarding. In addition, if there is a loop,
or an alternative path, in the network structure, packets
cannot be forwarded correctly only by the forwarding algorithm, and a packet is copied repeatedly along a loop.
Therefore, loops must be removed so that the network
structure is constrained.
In contrast, in IP, the addresses are ordered, so they may
have hierarchical structures called subnets. Because addresses are simple binary numbers, the hierarchical address
and networking structure can be introduced easily by the
network designer. In IP routing, addresses can be aggregated and the number of forwarding table entries can be
reduced, making IP networks scalable. In addition, loops
or alternative paths occurring in the network make the
network more fault-tolerant. However, because it leads to a
much more complicated router configuration (i.e., static
routing configuration), it becomes difficult to set up and to
update the network structure manually. Thus, additional
protocols for dynamic routing are required, and this makes
the protocol structure complex.

IPEC over “Ethernet--” ID/Locator

IP over Ethernet
IP

separation

Structured address
IPEC
Forwarding++ (w/o looping)
Learning++

IP address
Forwarding
Routing

Ethernet

MAC address
Forwarding
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CSMA/CD

Ethernet-CSMA/CD

Figure 1. Protocol design policy of IPEC
simple single-layer non-IP/non-Ethernet protocol. The
second goal is to develop a learning-based forwarding algorithm that is applicable to networks with loops. This is
intended to keep IPEC as simple as possible.
We have developed the following policies based on the
above goals taking into consideration the advantages and
disadvantages of IP described in the previous subsection.
• Use of structured addresses and learning: To make
IPEC more scalable than Ethernet and to allow structuring addresses, ordered addresses similar to IP addresses
are used. However, to keep the protocol simple, no
routing protocol is to be introduced, and packet forwarding is based on learning. Extending the learning algorithm used by Ethernet switches and applying it to
structured addresses is an interesting challenge.
• Two styles of forwarding methods using only one type of
address: To allow two styles of packet-forwarding, i.e.,
Ethernet-style and IP-style, a single type of structured
(multi-level) addresses are used. For example, in an environment where LAN and WAN are connected, it is
possible to forward packets using individual addresses in
LAN and to learn grouped or aggregated addresses and
to switch packets using the addresses.
• Applicability to ID/Locator Separation: If addresses with
two levels are used, the upper level can be interpreted as
a locator and the lower level as a host identifier. If a
terminal only knows the host identifier of a destination
terminal, the former can communicate more efficiently
with the latter without using a locator. In addition, an
ID/Locator separation method can be used with IPEC;
namely, terminals can ask a server for the locators of the
hosts that the terminals will communicate with.
The first two policies mean that parts of IP and Ethernet
were used in designing the refined component, i.e., IPEC.
C. Address- and Protocol-Formats
The hierarchy of addresses can be freely designed on network design time with the above design policies. However,
simple addresses with two-levels are used in the current
implementation. The address and frame formats in this
implementation are shown in Figure 2. The structure of
addresses (of 8-byte length) is as follows.
• Host ID: The lower bits of the address contain the host
Address format
0

4 (variable)
Group ID

8 Byte

Host ID

(network address)

Packet format (non-IP)

B. Protocol Design Policies
The design policies for IPEC, which is diagramed in Figure 1, are described in this section. As described in Section 1, the first goal of this development is to develop a
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Figure 2. Address- and protocol-formats of IPEC
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identifier. A Host ID varies in length in the origLen Dest prefix Port Age
0
Forwarding 32 x00000100 P1
inal design but is fixed at 4 bytes in the current
1
table 32 x00000002 P3
implementation. An ID is atomic; it does not
32 x00000030 P2
1
have structure.
ID = x00000100 VNode 1
• Group ID: The upper bits (the rest) of the address Group
IPEC Slice
Host ID = x00000011
Node sliver
Group ID = x00000030
contain the group identifier. The group structure
PC 1
IPEC
P1
Host ID = x00000021
IPEC
Soft
P2 Link sliver VNode 2
can be hierarchical, but it is assumed to have no
Client
SW
PC 2
P3 Node sliver
structure in this paper.
IPEC
P3
P1
Client
IPEC
Link sliver
A group can be interpreted (used) as a locator.
loop
Soft
P2
PC 4
SW
Hosts with the same group ID must exist in the
IPEC
Client
IPEC
P2
P1
PC
3
same place, i.e., be connected to the same IPEC
Soft
P3 Link sliver
IPEC
Group ID = x00000030
SW
WAN switch.
Client
Host ID = x80000022
Node
sliver
The frame header is 22 bytes long and consists Group ID = x00000002
Len
Dest
prefix
Port Age
Host ID = x80000022 VNode 3
of the following fields from the left.
32 x00000100 P3
1
32 x00000002 P2
1
Len Dest prefix Port Age
• Total length: This field contains the sum of
32 x00000030 P1
0
Forwarding 32 x00000100 P2
1
header length and payload length.
table 32 x00000002 P1
0
Forwarding table
32 x00000030 P3
1
• Destination address: This field specifies the host
address that receives the packet. It follows the
Figure 3. IPEC network structure and status after learning
above format.
The forwarding table records learned groups. A learned
• Source address: This field specifies the host adgroup will be forgotten after a certain amount of time has
dress that sends the packet. It follows the above format.
passed. The registration timeout is used in the learning
• Source group-ID length: The bit length of group identifiprocedure as follows. If a packet is duplicated and arrives
ers must be specified when it has a variable length. It is
at a switch before the registration timeout, duplicated
fixed at 32 (which means 4 bytes) in the current implepackets are dropped. Therefore, if there is a short loop (if
mentation.
there are multiple paths) in the network, normally only one
• Age: This field contains the hop value; it is incremented packet is forwarded. Infinite duplication of packets that
every time the packet transfers between switches. It is may occur in Ethernet does not occur in IPEC if the transsimilar to TTL in an IP packet and is used to avoid pack- mission delay is sufficiently small. However, if a timeout
et looping.
occurs, the duplicated packets are not regarded as copies of
the same packet. This timeout was introduced to avoid
D. Method of Learning and Forwarding
forwarding failures. If a failure occurs, an alternative path
The method of forwarding and learning in IPEC WAN, is selected after the timeout. The timestamp of the table
which is called the Learning and Forwarding (L&F) algo- entry is updated when the packet is normally forwarded or
rithm here, is explained in this subsection. IPEC WAN a timeout occurs.
switches only use group IDs for forwarding packets and
The forwarding procedure, which is the second part, is
do not use host IDs. A switch has three or more ports (vir- described below. In this procedure, a destination port is
tual interfaces), and it realizes the same (symmetric) func- selected using the destination group in the packet.
tion for all the ports.
if destination group of P is not registered in the forwarding table
The L&F algorithm is divided into two parts: the learnor E is in reference timeout status then
ing procedure and the forwarding procedure. When a
Flood
the packet that is a copy of P
packet arrives at one of the ports, these procedures are
but the age is incremented;
applied in this order. The L&F algorithm contains two
else Output the packet that is a copy of P but the age is
types of timeout. One is a registration timeout, and the
incremented to the port specified in the registered element;
other is a reference timeout. The former is used in the
learning procedure, and the latter is used in the forwarding
The reference timeout similar to the Ethernet timeout is
procedure.
used in this procedure. If a reference timeout occurs, the
The learning procedure is described below. This proce- existing forwarding table entry becomes ineffective, and
dure learns the source group and drops packets when ne- packets that match the entry will be flooded. Namely, copcessary. An arrived packet is represented by P, and the ies of the same packet will be output from each port except
forward table entry for P is represented by E.
the arrival port. When no entry is matched, the packet is
if source group of P is not registered in the forwarding table then
Register group, group length, input port, age of P
to the forwarding table (learn the packet);
else if age of E > age of P or
E is in registration timeout status then
age of E = age of P; port of E = port of P;
timestamp of E = current time (ns);
else if age of E < age of P or port of E != port of P then
Drop the packet (the forwarding procedure is not applied);
else timestamp of E = current time (ns);

also flooded.
A possible disadvantage of this L&F algorithm is that
there is a risk for a packet to be duplicated. If one of the
packets duplicated by flooding arrives at a switch and
another copy of the packet with a younger age (with fewer
hops) arrives at the same switch after that, both are forwarded.
It is difficult to avoid such duplication completely especially when congestion occurs. However, such duplication
probably occurs rarely, and there are several methods that
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can avoid or reduce duplication. Two methods are introduced here. The first method is as follows. When a route
with fewer hops is longer and has long latency, link
weights can be introduced to the above algorithm to avoid
the problem above; packets can record the travel distance
instead of the age. In the second method, an infrequent
duplication is not usually fatal when the duplication occurs
only once or the number of duplicated packets is reduced
rapidly. The number of duplicated packets can be reduced
by limiting the age (TTL) or travel distance; namely, the
duration of packets can be introduced, and packets that
exceed the duration can be dropped.
The above algorithm has been coded in less than 100
lines except for peripheral parts when using C language.
Figure 3 shows an example of a table of contents after
learning PC 1, 2, and 3.

refined component in the link layer).
Each switch has four network interfaces, i.e., eth0 to
eth3. They are 1000BASE-T or 100BASE-TX cards. Two
of the four interfaces are used for IPEC, and the other two
are used for Ethernet (one for a terminal and the other for
control and monitoring purposes).
The IPEC interfaces are connected one-to-one. Hardware repeaters or switches are not required in this experiment, but simple repeaters (i.e., dumb hubs) may be used
for delivering packets to each PC in an IPEC LAN or for
connecting IPEC WAN switches. However, intelligent
Ethernet switches cannot be used because they depend on
the Ethernet packet format. In addition, most commercially
available hubs (i.e., switching hubs) probably cannot be
used because they have some intelligence (i.e., they depend on the Ethernet packet format).

III. EXPERIMENT ON A LAN
IPEC has been implemented both in a LAN environment
and on a virtualization platform. The implementation and
experiment in a LAN are explained in this section.

B. Experiment: Basic Communication
Communication between PC 1 and PC 3 and between PC 2
and PC 3 has been tested, and all PCs were confirmed towork correctly; no duplicated packets were detected, and
they were able to communicate without problems using
UDP and TCP, although the performance was rather poor.
We observed the communication by introducing printing
functions into the switching programs. We first observed
flooding and then observed switching because the IPEC
switches learned the groups.
The performance between PCs was around 1 Mbps
(measured by iperf command), depending on the performance of the hardware. The performance was much
lower than expected and could probably be improved.
ARP packets went through the IPEC network because IP
over IPEC was used in this implementation. The ARP table of each PC was assumed to contain the addresses of all
the PCs (but we did not look at the ARP tables).

A. Network Structure and IPEC Implementation
The network used for this experiment is shown in Figure 4. This network consists of six Linux-based PCs: three
for software-based IPEC switches and three for terminals
(i.e., PC 1 to PC 3). Every terminal group is different from
other groups in this experiment because the assumed location of each terminal is different from others’. Switches are
connected using IPEC, and a switch and a terminal are
connected by IP/Ethernet. IPEC can also be used on the
terminals, but IP/Ethernet is used in order to use IP- and
Ethernet-based tools. An IPEC frame can be converted to
an IP or Ethernet frame (i.e., IPEC addresses can be translated to IP addresses or MAC addresses). It is converted to
an Ethernet frame in this implementation because it is easier. Therefore, when IP over Ethernet is used in the terminals, IP over IPEC is also used in the IPEC network.
IPEC has been implemented using promiscuous mode
in Linux. If promiscuous mode is used on LAN cards,
Ethernet-- protocol in Figure 1 can be used, i.e., the addressing (networking) function of Ethernet can be rendered
ineffective; neither packet receiving nor sending operations depend on the Ethernet packet format, so IPEC packets can be used. This means that the hardware and software
of the LAN cards are used for producing a refined component in the network layer and removing addressing function from the link layer (in other words, producing a
Management
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Physical IPEC

PC-based Node
Network
IPEC- IPEC
Ethernet I/F
PC1
Ether Soft
IPEC I/F
Ethernet I/F
SW
GW
PC-based Node
IPEC I/F
IPEC IPECEthernet I/F
IPEC I/F
Soft Ether
PC 2
IPEC I/F
SW
GW Ethernet I/F

PC 3

Ethernet I/F
Ethernet I/F

IPEC- IPEC
Ether Soft
IPEC I/F
SW
GW
PC-based Node

Figure 4. Network structure for a LAN-based experiment

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON THE VIRTUALIZATION PLATFORM
IPEC has also been implemented on a virtualization platform consisting of four VNode prototypes located at the
NICT Hakusan Research Laboratory.
A. Network Virtualization
In the Virtualization Node Project (VNP), network virtualization technologies are being developed to build an environment in which network researchers can develop new
protocols with free formats. The availability of free-format
protocols is the most outstanding feature of this environment compared to environments developed by other virtualization platform research projects including PlanetLab
[Pet 03] and GENI [GEN 09]. In this environment, interferences between slices must be avoided, and newgeneration (non-IP) protocols can be developed and run
without interfering with other slices.
In network virtualization, networks before virtualization
and those after virtualization coexist. The former, the lower-layer network, is called a virtualization platform (or
virtualization substrate), and the latter, the upper-layer
network, is called a slice or virtual network.
B. Structure of Virtualization Platform and Slice
In the VNP, a virtualization platform (or a domain) has
two types of physical nodes (See Figure 5).
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• VNode is a physical network node that forwards packets
on the virtualization platform. Each packet corresponds
to a packet on a slice.
• Gateway is a network node that transfers packets between the virtualization platform and another network
or user terminals (PCs).
The domain may contain normal nodes, i.e., routers or
switches, that do not have virtualization functions.
VNodes are connected by tunnels through such nodes
using a tunneling protocol such as Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) [Far 00]. Therefore, a virtual network
with free topology, which is not constrained by the topology of the physical network and does not depend on the
specific functions of the nodes in between, can be created.
A VNode can be an extended version of a router or a
switch, so it can be deployed as an extended version of a
conventional network.
Each VNode consists of three components.
• Programmer is a hardware and software component that
processes packets on the slices. Slice developers can
program programmers.
• Redirector is a hardware and software component that
can forward or route packets on the substrate and can
forward packets from another VNode to a programmer
or forward packets from a programmer to another
VNode.
• VNode Manager is a software component that manages
the VNode according to instructions from the domain
controller (DC).
In the model in the VNP, the virtual network (or a collection of resources in a virtual network) is called a slice.
A slice consists of two types of components [Nak 10a].
• Node Sliver represents computational resources that exists in a virtualization node (in a programmer). It is used
for node control or protocol processing with arbitrary
packet format that may be non-IP. Slow-path node slivers, which are mapped to Linux (Ubuntu) VMs in this
prototype, were used in the experiments.
• Link Sliver represents resources of a virtual link that
connects two node slivers. A link sliver is mapped to a
physical link between two VNodes or a VNode and a
Gateway. A link sliver is implemented by using a GRE
tunnel in our implementation.
C. Experiment: Switching Based on Group-wise Learning
and Motion
The network used for this experiment consists of three
node slivers on three VNodes, and three client programs
on PCs (terminals) through Gateways (See Figure 6).
Whole network (slice) is an IPEC network in this experiment. PC 3 and 4 are IPEC hosts that belong to a group
(i.e., they had the same group ID), and PC 1 belongs to
another group.
The LAN forwarding function of IPEC, or the host-IDbased switching function, is embedded in the Gateways. If
we follow the policy described in Section II, Gateways
should learn host identifiers. However, because the Gateway prototype has not yet been programmable, the pairs of
host IDs and terminal IDs must be registered by hand. The
Security Parameter Index (SPI) values of IPsec tunnels are
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Figure 5. Physical structure of virtualization platform
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Gateway 2
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Group ID = 2
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Figure 6. Structure of physical network and slice for virtualization-platform based experiments (1)
used as terminal IDs because IPsec is used for tunneling
between a Gateway and a PC.
The scenario of this experiment is as follows. Initially,
PC 1 and PC 3 (under Gateway 3) communicate, but PC 4
does not send any packets. Next, PC 3 moves to the location of PC 3’ (under Gateway 2) in Figure 6 and connects
to Gateway 2. (Actually, we have used different PCs for
PC 3 and PC 3’ but the addresses are the same.) Virtually,
the PCs belonging to Group 2 move simultaneously from
the place of Gateway 3 to that of Gateway 2. PC 3 communicates with PC 1 again. The switches learn the new
location of Group 2 (the group of PC 3 and PC 4). Then,
PC 4 communicates with PC 1. Because Group 2 has been
learned, PC 4 can communicate without further learning.
We have traced the switches and confirmed that the operation is exactly the same as described above.
D. Performance Measurement
We have measured the performance of IPEC with bidirectional IPEC-Ethernet protocol conversion using the network shown in Figure 7. This network consists of three
node slivers on three VNodes, and three PCs (two servers
and one client) through gateways. The node-sliver programs are the same as used in the experiment in the LAN.
Performance between the PC servers and the PC client
was measured using iperf command. We used 2-Mbps
UDP traffic, and the results shows that the packet loss rate
is less than 0.1%. The performance is better than in the
LAN environment. We have also measured round-trip time
using a ping command. It is 2.8 ms on average.
VNode 1

IPEC Slice

Node sliver
PC
Server

PC
Server

Gateway 1

Gateway 3

IPEC- IPEC
Ether Soft
SW
GW

Link sliver
VNode 2
Node sliver
IPEC IPECGateLink sliver
Soft Ether
way 2
SW
GW

IPEC- IPEC
Ether Soft
SW
GW

PC
Client

Link sliver

Node sliver
VNode 3

Figure 7. Structure of physical network and slice for virtualization-platform based experiments (2)
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E. Wide-area Experiments and Demonstration
All of the experiments explained in this section have been
conducted at the NICT Hakusan Research Laboratory.
However, two wide-area experiments was held in several
locations in and near Tokyo. At Interop Tokyo 2010 in
Makuhari, two VNodes in Makuhari and one VNode in
Hakusan formed the network shown in Figure 6. At Interop Tokyo 2011 in Makuhari, three VNodes in Makuhari,
Mejirodai, and Hakusan formed the network shown in
Figure 7. The same results as described in the previous
subsections was reproduced in these experiments. The
VNodes have been introduced into a research-purpose national experimental network called JGN-X, so we will prepare for new wide-area experiments using IPEC.
At the 8th GENI Engineering Conference (GEC8), Nakao, a co-author, have introduced IPEC as an example
application of the virtualization platform, and posted the
demonstration video on the Web [Nak 10c]. In this video, a
reply by a PC to an initial communication request by
another PC is intentionally delayed to visualize the flooding operation. After the delayed reply, the switching operation can be observed.
V. RELATED WORK
Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL)
[Tou 09] introduces routing function into Ethernet. TRILL
is not intended to replace the layer-3 protocol, i.e., IP, so it
doubles routing function. Therefore, TRILL increases the
complexity of the protocol stack in contrast to IPEC that
reduces the complexity.
Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) [Far 11] increases scalability of the Internet by introducing multilevel addresses. The purpose of LISP is similar to that of
IPEC, but it is not a clean-slate approach. It is applied to IP
networks and it makes the networks, which has been already complicated, more complicated. IPEC is less scalable than LISP but it is much simpler.
In contrast to most textbooks on computer networks
which use layer-based approach, Peterson and Davie
[Pat 11] describe Ethernet and IP as comparable protocols
for internetworking. This view is similar to that described
in Section 1. However, they do not compare Ethernet and
IP directly and do not discuss the complexity caused by
their combination.
VI. CONCLUSION
A non-IP/non-Ethernet protocol called IPEC has been developed. IPEC is a simple non-IP network-layer protocol
that has features of both Ethernet and IP or that is designed
as an Ethernet- and IP-based refined component. Because
an address group is the unit of learning in IPEC, it is more
scalable than Ethernet, and a mobile group can be more
efficiently learned. Furthermore, this forwarding algorithm
can be used in networks with loops under the condition
that a limited number of packet duplications is allowed,
and it can forward packets even when a failure occurs using an alternative path. Group IDs can be used as locators.
IPEC has been implemented and tested both using
IPEC-capable switches using LAN cards and promiscuous
mode to produce refined components, and using the virtualization platform. We show evaluations that the group

learning function of IPEC is viable especially for multiple
terminals moving together concurrently. In this implementation, the sizes of the group and host identifiers are fixed,
and no aggregation algorithm has been implemented. In
the future, we plan to implement and evaluate an aggregation algorithm.
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